Abstract-In a turbo coded orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (TCOFDM) system, low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) can be achieved by selective-mapping (SLM). In this paper, we propose to generate multiple candidates used in SLM by employing the tail-biting bits in a tail-biting turbo code. In our method, no explicit side information is needed and no error propagation is observed. Low PAPR can also be achieved by distortion-based techniques such as deliberate clipping. Although SLM is originally proposed for PAPR reduction, we also apply a concept similar to SLM to clipping-based TCOFDM systems for improved bit error rate (BER). With these proposed techniques, a tail-biting TCOFDM system can achieve both low PAPR and low BER.
I. INTRODUCTION
Turbo coded OFDM (TCOFDM) systems are popular for broadband wireless communications since turbo codes can provide good error performance. Such systems have been suggested in many standards such as IEEE 802.16e [1] . A well-known disadvantage of an OFDM system is its high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) in time-domain signal which results in high out-of-band emission at the output of a nonlinear device such as power amplifier (PA). Hence, low PAPR is highly desired for a TCOFDM system. PAPR can be reduced by redundancy-based techniques such as selective-mapping (SLM) [2] . SLM is implemented by generating multiple OFDM symbols as candidates for the same message and then choosing the one with the lowest PAPR from these candidates for transmission. In general, the transmission of side information (SI) is needed and erroneous decision of SI will seriously degrade the error performance. In [3] , an SLM technique using implicit SI was proposed. Although SI is well protected by a channel code in [3] , the BER degradation is still serious. On the other hand, in [4] [5] , SLM techniques which do not need the transmission of SI were proposed. These SLM techniques neither lose throughput due to SI nor degrade BER due to errors. However, the complexity of the receiver is increased for these benefits. In this paper, we propose to use the tail-biting bits in a tail-biting turbo code [6] to generate multiple candidates used in SLM. The codewords start from and end in the same state for the same message can be used as multiple candidates in SLM. The cross correlations among these turbo codewords are small since the recursive encoders of the constituent codes and the interleaver are used as scramblers. With such generation of candidates, we can implement SLM without explicit SI and decode the turbo code by using the tail-biting decoder proposed in [7] . Unlike the SLM techniques proposed in [4] [5], the proposed method does not increase the complexity of receiver. The error propagation observed in [3] does not occur in the proposed method. Hence, better error performance can be achieved by using the proposed method as compared to using the method given in [3] .
PAPR can be reduced significantly by distortion-based techniques such as deliberate clipping [8] and its improved version, repeating clipping and filtering (RCF) [9] . However, the serious BER degradation resulted from clipping is a problem. Although SLM is originally proposed for PAPR reduction, in this paper, we alleviate the BER degradation resulted from RCF by using a concept similar to SLM. We first use the tail-biting bits in a tail-biting turbo code to generate multiple candidates and then measure the distortion power for each candidate. Finally, we apply RCF to the candidate with the minimum distortion power. With these proposed techniques, a tail-biting TCOFDM system can achieve both low PAPR and low BER. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of a turbo coded OFDM transmitter. Consider an N -tone OFDM transmitter. With turbo encoding, interleaving, and signal mapping, we can convert a message vectorū into a complex vector X = (X 0 , X 1 , · · · , X N −1 ), where X k is the complex value carried by the kth subcarrier. The OFDM symbol s(t) at the output of the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter is represented by
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where T is the symbol interval, and ∆f = 1/T is the frequency spacing between adjacent subcarriers. The peak power of s(t) may be significantly greater than the average power of the transmitted OFDM symbols. This effect can be measured by the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of s(t) defined by
where the expectation E{·} is taken over all the possible transmitted OFDM symbols s(t). Signal s(t) is processed by a non-linear PA with a maximum permissible amplitude P and a clipping ratio
to obtain the output signal s(t). Signal s(t) with high PAPR will result in the signals(t) with high out-of-band emission and high in-band distortion.
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for PAPR is the probability P r(P AP R > λ) which can be approximated well by ( [10] , where λ is a positive constant and α = 2.8.
B. Selective Mapping (SLM)
The technique of SLM [2] can be used to reduce PAPR. Each message is assigned with Q possible OFDM symbols for transmission, where each OFDM symbol is called a candidate. The transmitter selects the candidate with the smallest PAPR for transmission. In order to recover the transmitted message, the receiver requires the knowledge about which candidate is selected at the transmitter. The log 2 Q -bit side information (SI) is needed in the transmitted symbol such that the receiver can recover the SI and the associated candidate. If the incorrect SI is obtained, the serious error propagation would degrade the system performance. Hence the SI should be protected well. Under the assumption that the Q candidates generated from the transmitter are statistically independent, the CCDF of PAPR is P r(P AP R > λ)
Hence the PAPR can be improved by SLM.
C. A Tail-biting TCOFDM System with the Implementation of Conventional SLM
For comparison, we consider a tail-biting turbo coded OFDM scheme called Scheme I which implements SLM based on the concept proposed in [3] . Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of Scheme I. At the transmitter, the message sequence u d is scrambled by Q distinct scramblers. The q-th scrambler (q = 1, 2, · · · , Q) adds the input u d to a sequence t q that is generated by the q-th m-sequence generator to yield the scrambled output
, that is obtained by padding the log 2 Q -bit side information e q to u d ⊕ t q , is encoded into a turbo codeword v q , which is mapped into X q and is then converted to the signal x q through the over-sampled IFFT operation. We use over-sampled (LNpoint) IFFT to get an improved estimation of P AP R(s(t)) given in (2) . Finally, the sequence with the best metric (the lowest PAPR) among the Q output sequences, i.e.,
Q is selected for transmission. At the receiver, the tail-biting turbo decoder yields (u d ⊕ t , e ). With the side information e , we can identify the associated m-sequence t . By adding t to u d ⊕ t , we can obtain the estimated message u d . Although the SI is well protected by the turbo code, the erroneously decoded SI will result in serious error propagation.
III. A TAIL-BITING TURBO CODED OFDM SYSTEM WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED SLM
The error propagation occurring in [3] can be avoided by using the proposed technique of generating candidates. We employ tail-biting bits in a tail-biting turbo code to generate multiple candidates used in SLM. A tail-biting turbo code is the same as that of a conventional turbo code except that the first constituent code, RSC1, or/and the second constituent code, RSC2, is encoded in a tail-biting form. The codeword of a tail-biting code starts from and ends in the same state.
A. Encoding and Decoding for Recursive Systematic Convolutional Codes
For a rate k/n recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code, we can use the procedure in [6] to encode a message vectorū
, is a binary k × 1 vector at time n. Let m be the number of memory bits in this RSC encoder. The state-space representation of a RSC code is
where s n+1 and s n are the m × 1 state vectors of the encoder at time n +1 and n, respectively, A is the m × m state martix, and B is the m × k control matrix. From (3), we have
The encoding procedure is described as follows.
Step 1 Encode the message vectorū with zero initial state, i.e., s 0 = 0, to get the final state, i.e., 
where I m is an m × m identity matrix. The output of the encoder is the desired codeword of the RSC code. The tail-biting BCJR algorithm [7] can be used to decode a tail-biting convolutional code. Fig. 3 shows a tail-biting TCOFDM system using the tailbiting bits in a tail-biting turbo code to generate Q candidates used in SLM. First, we consider the case that only RSC1 is encoded in a tail-biting form. Let m denote the number of memory bits in RSC1 (or RSC2). In the tail-biting encoder of RSC1, we use this m-bit tail to generate Q = 2 m codewords of RSC1 for the same message. Divide the messageū = (u d , u tb ), where u d and u tb are the user data and the mbit tail, respectively. Denote these Q = 2 m possible tails by u i tb , i = 1, 2, · · · , Q. The m-bit tail u tb is not used to carry user data but is used to generate Q different candidates. The procedure of generating Q candidates is described as follows.
B. Candidates Generation by Using Tail-biting Bits and Some Message Bits
Step c is used for candidates generation, and u dd is the remaining (M − m − c)-bit user data. Different u dc can provide different candidates. Hence, we have a total candidate number of Q = 2 m+c with low cross correlations. The bits in u dc may be nonconsecutive. At the output of the tail-biting turbo decoder, we can discard u dc and u tb to obtain the desired data bits u dd . No explicit SI is needed in our method. In the method proposed in [3] , m + c bits called side information (SI) are implicitly needed to tell the receiver which candidate among Q = 2 m+c candidates is used in the transmitter. Hence, the code rate of the proposed method is the same as that of the method proposed in [3] . However, serious error performance degradation occurs in the method proposed in [3] if the SI is incorrectly decoded. As compared to the method proposed in [3] , our method has the same bandwidth efficiency, similar transmitter and receiver complexity, similar PAPR performance, and better error performance.
IV. APPLICATION OF SLM TO TCOFDM SYSTEMS USING RCF
A. Reviews on Repeating (Recursive) Clipping and Filtering
Deliberate clipping [8] is a distortion-based PAPR reduction method. Deliberate clipping can be implemented by a digital clipper which directly suppresses the time-domain signals when the amplitude of input signal exceeds a certain threshold T th . Let x ≡ |x|e jθ be the input signal of a digital clipper and
be the clipping ratio. The associated output signalx is given bȳ
For deliberate clipping, its high in-band distortion and outof-band emission can be reduced by over-sampled digital clipping [11] and by digital filters, respectively. However, if the out-of-band emission is filtered off, it is likely that the reduced PAPR of the clipped signal will regrow [12] . We can achieve improved PAPR by repeating (or recursive) clipping and filtering (RCF) N IT times [9] .
B. BER Reduction by SLM: Method
RCF can achieve significant PAPR reduction but with serious BER degradation. We apply SLM using the minimum distortion power as the best metric to TCOFDM systems using RCF for BER reduction. The proposed method is denoted by SLM-RCF. The procedure of SLM-RCF is described as follows.
Step 1 Use the proposed technique to generate Q candidates X for the same message and perform L 1 N -point IFFT on each candidate to get the time-domain signal
, where L 1 is an oversampling factor.
Step 2 Perform clipping with a predetermined threshold U or a clipping ratio
Denote the candidate X with the minimum D among these Q candidates as X min .
Step 3 Apply RCF with an over-sampling factor of L 2 on X min to obtain the desired transmitted signal.
In SLM-RCF, Q L 1 N -point IFFT operations and 2N IT L 2 N -point (I)FFT operations are needed in the parts of SLM and RCF, respectively.
C. BER Reduction by SLM: Principle
The reason that SLM with Q candidates can alleviate the BER degeneration resulted from RCF is described as follows. Let D[i] be the predicted distortion power for candidate i,
where F D is the cumulative distribution function of D =
L1N −1 i=0
d i and can be approximated by
where µ and α 2 are the mean and variance of Fig. 4 shows the CCDF of the minimum predicted distortion power D m by using simulation and equations (7) and (8), where we have normalized the average power of
However, in reality, there exits some correlations among
For the theoretical curves shown in Fig. 4 , the variance of D used is β ×L 1 Nα 2 , where β = 0.65. From Fig. 4 , D m can be significantly reduced by increasing Q. Since we apply RCF to the candidate with the minimum predicted distortion power, this candidate is expected to have the minimum distortion power at the output of PA and the best BER performance among these Q candidates.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the following, we consider the PAPR and BER performance in additive white Gaussian channels. An 128-tone OFDM modulator, 16-QAM constellations with Gray mapping, and a rate-1/2 turbo code with seven iterations and generator matrix (1, 15/13) 8 are used.
A. Simulation Results without Using RCF
In our simulation, L=4 is used. Since m = 3, we have Q = 8. We can increase Q to be 32 by using c = 2. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively show the PAPR distribution and BER of TCOFDM system using the proposed method to generate Q candidates. Also included in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are the PAPR and BER performance of the conventional scheme (Scheme I). As compared to Scheme I, our scheme can achieve similar PAPR performance and better BER performance.
B. Simulation Results with Using RCF
In our simulation, L 1 = L 2 = 2, Q = 8, and N IT = 3 are used. Hence, 14 2N -point (I)FFT operations are needed for proposed SLM-RCF. For the conventional RCF, 6 2N -point (I)FFT operations are needed. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively show the PAPR distribution and BER of RCF and proposed SLM-RCF. The BER and PAPR performance of TCOFDM systems using RCF can be improved by using SLM. Since we use the distortion power as the selection criterion, the improvement in BER is obvious especially for the case of γ = 2 dB.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to use the tail-biting bits in a tail-biting turbo code to generate multiple candidates used in SLM. If a large number of candidates are needed, in addition to the tail-biting bits, some message bits can be used for candidate generation. In the proposed method, no explicit side information is needed and no error propagation is observed. We also apply the concept of SLM to TCOFDM systems using RCF for BER reduction. Theoretical analysis and simulation results indicate that RCF-based TCOFDM systems combined with SLM can effectively reduce the BER by using appropriate criterion. With these proposed methods, a tail-biting TCOFDM system can achieve both low PAPR and low BER. Original Scheme(no PAPR reduction) Conventional Scheme (Scheme I), Q=8 Proposed Scheme, c=0, Q=8 Conventional Scheme, Q=32 Proposed Scheme, c=2, Q=32 Fig. 5 . CCDF of the conventional scheme (Scheme I) and proposed scheme. 
BER
Original Scheme (no PAPR reduction) Conventional Scheme, Q=8 Proposed Scheme, c=0, Q=8 Conventional Scheme, Q=32 Proposed Scheme, c=2, Q=32 Fig. 6 . BER of the conventional scheme (Scheme I) and proposed scheme. 
